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(54) User interface and appliance of household or industrial type, especially domestic appliance

(57) The present application in particular is directed
to a user interface 1 for an appliance of household or
industrial type, especially for a domestic appliance. The
user interface 1 comprises a touch-field unit 5 and an
electronic board 7 both being detachably mounted to a

mounting frame 4. The touch-field unit 5 and electronic
board 7 are arranged and designed such that electric
contact between contact elements 21, 25 of the touch-
field unit 5 and electronic board 7 is automatically estab-
lished upon mounting them to the mounting frame 4.
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Description

[0001] The present application is directed to a user in-
terface and an appliance of household or industrial type,
especially a domestic appliance.
[0002] A user interface for a cooking hob is known from
DE 100 15 973 A1, for example. The user interface com-
prises an electronic board that is snap-connected to a
mounting frame which is glued to a lower side of the cook-
ing hob. The electronic board is mounted to the mounting
frame via a push-and-rotate movement in that it is first
inserted into an anchor section engaging an outer rim
section thereof, and then it is rotated such that snap
hooks engage an opposite rim section.
[0003] DE 199 50 829 A1 discloses a user interface
for a baking oven. The user interface comprises a fixture
to which an electronic interface unit is secured by means
of a clamping frame which frame is snap-connected to
the fixture.
[0004] It is an object of the invention to provide an al-
ternative user interface for an appliance of household or
industrial type. In particular, a user interface shall be pro-
vided which can be easily assembled and disassembled
and which allows to reliably and precisely position and
fix components thereof. Further, an appliance of house-
hold or industrial type shall be provided.
[0005] This object is achieved by independent claims
1 and 12. Embodiments of the invention result from de-
pendent claims.
[0006] According to independent claim 1, a user inter-
face for an appliance of household or industrial type, es-
pecially for a domestic appliance, is provided. The user
interface comprises at least one control unit, preferably
a touch-field unit. The touch-field unit may be of infrared
or capacitive type and adapted to allow a user to select
or adjust certain parameters for operating the appliance
in touching a respective touch panel presented to the
user. The touch-field unit may comprise one or more in-
dividual touch-field elements or sensors. The control unit
may comprise further active and passive actuators or
control elements such as push and/or rotating type but-
tons, sliders and the like. A control unit in the sense of
the present invention in particular shall allow a user to at
least partially control the operation of a respective appli-
ance, i. e. it shall allow active user intervention.
[0007] The user interface further comprises at least
one electronic board. The electronic board may comprise
electronic components for operating and controlling the
control unit, in particular touch-field unit, and, if adequate,
the appliance or at least some functions thereof.
[0008] The at least one control unit, in particular touch-
field unit, and electronic board, - at least a respective pair
of such elements - are detachably mounted to a mounting
frame of the user interface. Further they are arranged
and designed such that electronic contact between mu-
tual contact elements thereof is automatically estab-
lished upon mounting the respective control unit, in par-
ticular touch-field unit, and electronic board to the mount-

ing frame. Obviously, automatically establishing electri-
cal contact greatly simplifies the mounting process. In
addition, faulty electric contacting can largely be prevent-
ed.
[0009] In an embodiment, the user interface may fur-
ther comprise a fixture, which may be a front fixture to
be positioned at or attached to a front panel of the appli-
ance. A transparent cover, preferably made of glass, a
glass analogue material or plastic, is positioned on the
fixture and fixed, if required. Further, the mounting frame
is attached to the fixture, in a more preferred embodiment
attached to the transparent cover. The transparent cover
may be part of a front or top face or cover plate presented
and accessible to the user of the appliance. Transparen-
cy of the transparent cover in particular shall include all
kinds of transparency and translucence.
[0010] The mounting frame is favourably attached to
the fixture or transparent cover via glue or other suitable
attachment means allowing safe and tight attachment.
Here again, the mounting process is comparatively sim-
ple, straight forward and time saving.
[0011] In a further embodiment of the user interface,
at least one pair of control unit and electronic board is
arranged with at least partial overlap in successive
planes. The contact elements are arranged in a region
of overlap on respective sides of the control unit and elec-
tronic board facing each other. This configuration allows
the respective control unit and electronic board to be suc-
cessively attached to the mounting frame whilst guaran-
teeing automatic electric contacting.
[0012] Attachment of the control unit and electronic
board to the mounting frame and electric contacting can
be achieved with respective single attachment move-
ments or steps, not requiring separate and additional
steps for establishing electrical contacts. Note that the
term in successive planes shall in particular mean that
the respective planes are parallel and arranged one be-
hind the other relative to the fixture or transparent cover.
[0013] In yet a further embodiment, the electronic
board is detachably mounted to a positioning frame. The
positioning frame in turn is detachably mounted to the
mounting frame or fixture. Guiding elements or rails and
respective engagement elements can be provided, spe-
cially adapted to secure safe, easy and proper alignment
of the positioning frame relative to the control unit, mount-
ing frame and fixture, respectively. Note that guiding el-
ements or rails and respective engagement elements al-
so can be provided in connection with the control unit or
other components of the user interface in order to secure
proper and easy alignment thereof.
[0014] As indicated beforehand, the user interface
may comprise further components, in particular electron-
ic components. Hence, in yet another embodiment, the
user interface comprises at least one actuator detachably
mounted to at least one of the mounting frame and po-
sitioning frame. The actuator may be a switch, control
knob, in particular a rotary and/or push type knob or but-
ton. Preferably, at least one of an electric or mechanic
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contact to actuating elements, such as switches or push
buttons and the like, is automatically established upon
mounting the actuator to the mounting frame. Such a
configuration simplifies attachment of additional actua-
tors and the like and contributes to rapid and safe as-
sembly of the user interface.
[0015] A further embodiment may comprise at least
one reflector unit arranged downstream the control unit.
Downstream in particular shall apply to a side of the con-
trol unit, in particular touch-field unit averted from the
fixture or transparent cover. In the regular mounting po-
sition of the user interface the side averted from the fixture
or transparent cover can be named rear or back side,
whereas the side of the transparent cover can be named
front side which generally is presented to and faces to-
wards a user of the appliance.
[0016] The reflector unit is preferably designed and
adapted such that it presses or urges the control unit, in
particular touch-field unit, against or towards the fixture
or transparent cover. Further, it is preferred that the po-
sitioning frame is adapted and designed such that it
presses at least one of the control unit, in particular touch-
field unit, against the fixture or transparent cover and the
reflector unit against the control unit, in particular touch-
field unit. Such a configuration expediently urges the con-
trol unit against rear sides of the fixture or transparent
cover, and the reflector against the control unit, in par-
ticular touch-field unit. In this way, at least the control
unit, in particular touch-field unit, and the reflector can
be tightly and firmly attached and fixed in respective de-
sired positions, leading to enhanced operability and func-
tionality.
[0017] In an expedient embodiment, at least one of the
mounting frame, positioning frame and fixture comprises
at least one of snap elements and guides, in particular
guide rails, designed and adapted to engage the at least
one control unit, in particular touch-field unit, at least one
electronic board, at least one actuator, at least one re-
flector and positioning frame, respectively. Such snap
elements and guides preferably are adapted and de-
signed for generating a pressing force towards the fixture
or transparent cover, i. e. the components mentioned be-
forehand are pressed against or in a direction towards
the fixture or transparent cover. Snap elements and
guides provide easy and time saving assembly of the
user interface. Also, the user interface can easily be dis-
assembled for maintenance purposes for example, in
particular in the case that one of the components has to
be replaced.
[0018] It is of further advantage that at least one of the
mounting frame, positioning frame and fixture comprises
at least one of lateral stops, transversal stops and height
or depth stops, arranged and adapted for proper align-
ment of the at least one touch-field unit, electronic board,
actuator, reflector, the positioning frame and mounting
frame, in particular relative to each other.
[0019] Using such stop elements, respective compo-
nents of the user interface can be exactly oriented and

positioned in at least two dimensions at respective levels,
or even in three dimensions, relative to each other. This
is of particular advantage because with the proposed us-
er interface an electric contact between contact elements
of the control unit and electronic board can be automat-
ically established generally requiring proper prealign-
ment of respective components in order to avoid dam-
ages to contact elements such as contact pins and the
like.
[0020] In this context it shall be noted that the contact
elements, such as contact pins and mating receptacles,
can be part of respective mating connectors.
[0021] In a further embodiment, at least one spring el-
ement is provided which is designed for generating a
pressing force directed towards the fixture or transparent
section. Preferably the spring element acts upon at least
one of the control unit, in particular touch-field unit, elec-
tronic board, actuator and reflector. Such additional
spring elements can be provided if pressing forces of
snap-elements and so on are likely to fail with fixing or
attaching respective components reliably and sufficiently
strong. In particular regions of high mass or weight load
can be additionally secured and affixed by such spring
elements.
[0022] In a special configuration of the user interface
that uses snap elements, at least one snap element which
is already exerting a pressing force to a control field unit,
electronic board, actuator and reflector is designed and
configured such that upon deflection of the snap element
in a direction opposite or transverse to the pressing force,
away from the respective component for example, a
slanted detent face thereof being raised thereby causing
yet further overlap or further pitch with an engagement
face of the respective component. Upon releasing the
snap element a pressing force higher than the pressing
force prevailing beforehand results. Such a snap element
greatly simplifies assembly of the user interface.
[0023] Such a favourable snap element can comprise
a resilient clip and detent element resiliently attached or
resiliently moulded to the clip. Here, the detent element
can in principle move swing independently from the clip.
It is in particular possible that the clip itself can be de-
flected relatively to a first pivot axis, and that the detent
element can be deflected relatively to a second pivot axis
running parallel and spaced from the first pivot axis.
[0024] According to independent claim 12, an appli-
ance of household or industrial type is provided, which
comprises at least one user interface in any configuration
described so far. As to advantages and advantageous
effects of the appliance, reference is made to the discus-
sion above.
[0025] The user interface can be used with a great va-
riety of appliances, such as ovens, in particular baking
ovens, cooking ovens and microwave ovens, cooking
hobs, refrigerators, freezers, washing machines and
dishwashers, for example.
[0026] Embodiments of the invention will now be de-
scribed in connection with the annexed figures, in which
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Fig. 1 shows a perspective back view of a user in-
terface of a first embodiment;

Fig. 2 shows a mounting frame of the user interface
of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 shows a back view of the mounting frame with
a touch-field unit being mounted thereto;

Fig. 4 shows the touch-field unit of Fig. 3;

Fig. 5 shows an electronic board to be mounted to
the mounting frame;

Fig. 6 shows a cross sectional partial view of the user
interface;

Fig. 7 shows a reflector;

Fig. 8 shows a cross sectional view of the user in-
terface with the reflector being mounted to
thereto;

Fig. 9 shows a back view of a user interface of a
second embodiment;

Fig. 10 shows a touch-field unit of the user interface
of Fig. 9;

Fig. 11 shows a back view of a mounting frame of the
user interface of Fig. 9;

Fig. 12 shows a front view of a positioning frame;

Fig. 13 shows a cross sectional view a user interface
in an actuator region;

Fig. 14 shows a detail of a snap connection;

Fig. 15 shows an enlarged view of a snap connector.

[0027] The invention will now be described in connec-
tion with a user interface of a household cooking oven.
However, this shall not be construed as limiting the scope
of the invention. Rather, the invention can be applied and
used in connection with any other type of household ap-
pliance, for example washing machines, dishwashers,
microwave ovens, refrigerators, freezers and the like.
[0028] If not otherwise stated like elements are denot-
ed by like reference signs throughout the figures. The
figures may not be true to scale, and scales of different
figures may be different.
[0029] Fig. 1 shows in a perspective back view of a
first embodiment of a user interface 1 of a cooking oven.
[0030] Note, that the term back view or back side shall
mean that in the ordinary mounting position, the respec-
tive side is oriented towards the cooking oven or interior
thereof and is therefore not visible from the outside. The

term front view or front side shall mean that the respective
side is oriented away from the appliance, if applicable
visible from the outside.
[0031] The user interface 1 comprises a fixture 2 that
can be attached to the cooking oven (not shown). A glass
plate 3 is inlaid into the fixture 2, the front side of which
constitutes a front face presented to a user of the cooking
oven.
[0032] A mounting frame 4 of the user interface 1 is
glued to the back side of the fixture 2, in more detail to
the glass plate 3. A touch-field unit 5, a reflector 6 and
an electronic board 7 are detachably mounted to the
mounting frame 4. The mounting frame 4 further com-
prises a section to which an actuator 8, which may be a
push and/or rotating type button, is detachably mounted
to.
[0033] Fig. 2 shows the mounting frame 4 in more de-
tail. The mounting frame 4 comprises first to third snap
connectors 9, 10 and 11, which are designed and adapt-
ed for detachably mounting the touch-field unit 4, the
electronic board 7 and actuator 8, at least a circuit board
thereof.
[0034] Further, first to third guiding elements 12, 13,
14 are provided, which are designed and adapted to
guide the touch-field unit 5, the electronic board 7 and
actuator 8 during the process of mounting them to the
mounting frame 4.
[0035] In addition, first and second positioning pins 15
and 16 are provided with the mounting frame 4. Further-
more, the mounting frame 4 comprises a lateral stop 17,
several transversal stops 18 and several depth stops 19.
[0036] Fig. 3 shows a back view of the mounting frame
4 with the touch-field unit 5 being mounted thereto. As
can be seen, the touch-field unit 5 comprises several
touch sensors 20, and further a connector strip 21 with
electric contact elements projecting from the back side
of the touch-field unit 5.
[0037] The process of mounting the touch-field unit 5
to the mounting frame 4 is now described with particular
reference to Fig. 3. Note that the terms right hand side
and left hand side, upper and lower used insofar corre-
spond to respective representation shown in the Figures.
[0038] The touch-field unit 5, which as such is shown
in Fig. 4, is first pushed into the mounting frame 4 from
the right hand side (Fig.3) towards the left hand side in
a slightly tilted manner. The touch-field unit 5 is pushed
into the mounting frame 4 underneath the section adapt-
ed to receive the actuator 8 whilst upper and lower edges
of the touch-field unit 5 are guided by longitudinal guides
respectively running from the right hand side to the left
hand side. Here, guiding slots may be used. However, it
is also possible that the first snap connectors 9, the first
guiding elements and respective depth stops 19 addi-
tionally function as guiding elements.
[0039] The touch-field unit 5 is pushed towards the left
hand side until its left face side abuts the lateral stop 17.
At this stage, the touch-field unit 5, in particular its right
hand side, is pressed downwards such that at least the
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first snap connectors 9 positioned right-hand the actuator
mounting section engage the touch-field unit 5 in respec-
tive upper and lower edge sections. In doing so, a posi-
tioning notch 22 engages the first positioning pin 15.
[0040] After performing these steps, the touch-field
unit 5 is detachably mounted to the mounting frame 4
with proper and fixed alignment in lateral, i. e. horizontal,
and transverse, i. e. vertical, direction. Further, the level
of the touch-field unit 5 is properly adjusted via the depth
stops 19 or guiding elements, such as guide rails. In par-
ticular, horizontal and vertical movement as well as
movement in depth direction can be prevented.
[0041] Fig. 5 shows in a front view the electronic board
7 to be mounted to the mounting frame 4. The electronic
board 7 is mounted to the mounting frame 4 as follows:
The electronic board is put onto the right hand side of
the mounting frame 4 (Fig. 3), in more detail onto the
third snap connectors 11. The electronic board 7 is po-
sitioned in such a way that the third guiding elements 14
engage respective guiding notches 23, and that the sec-
ond positioning pin 16 engages a positioning hole 24 of
the electronic board 7. Note that at least one guiding
notch 23 and a respective third guiding element 14 may
be adapted to properly center the electronic board 7 in
horizontal direction. Further, some of the third guiding
elements 14 may be adapted to properly center the elec-
tronic board in vertical direction. Now, the electronic
board 7 is pushed downwards, i. e. towards the mounting
frame 4, such that it slides along the third guiding ele-
ments 14 and second positioning pin 16 until the third
snap connectors 11 engage the electronic board 7, in
more detail respective edge sections thereof, and until
the electronic board 7 abuts respective depth stops 19.
As can be seen, a proper alignment of the electronic
board 7 is automatically achieved upon snapping it into
the mounting frame 4.
[0042] In the course of snapping the electronic board
7 into the mounting frame 4, the connector strip 21, i. e.
respective contact elements, is/are automatically con-
nected to a respective further connector strip 25, i. e.
respective further contact elements of the electronic
board 7. In this way, the touch-field unit 5 and the elec-
tronic board 7 are electrically connected in an automated
manner, which simplifies and speeds up the mounting
procedure. Establishing the electric contact between the
touch-field unit 5 and the electronic board 7 is greatly
facilitated by the fact that the touch-field unit 5 is properly
aligned once mounted to the mounting frame 4, and that
the electronic board 7 can be mounted to the mounting
frame in proper alignment relative to the touch-field unit 5.
[0043] After mounting the touch-field unit 5 and elec-
tronic board 7, the actuator 8, or at least a circuit board
26 thereof, can be snap connected to the mounting frame
4. The actuator 8, in more detail the circuit board 26, can
be put from the back side into the respective opening
such that the second guiding elements 12 engage re-
spective guiding notches. At this stage, the circuit board
26 can be pressed towards the mounting frame 4 such

that the second snap connectors 10 engage the circuit
board 26. In this way, the circuit board 26 is detachably
mounted to the mounting frame 4 in proper alignment.
After snap connecting the circuit board 26 to the mounting
frame 4, further components of the actuator 8, such as
a knob 27 and the like, can be connected to the circuit
board 26 from the front or back side.
[0044] Fig. 6 shows a cross sectional partial view of
the user interface 1. From Fig. 6 it becomes clear that
the touch-field unit 5 is positioned immediately at the
glass plate 3 and runs underneath the mounting section
for the actuator 8 or circuit board 26. Further it can be
seen, that the touch-field unit 5 and the electronic board
7 partially overlap in a region in which the connector strip
21 and further connector strip 25 are positioned. Such a
partial overlap may be advantageous in view of mechan-
ical stability, but is not mandatory. Such a configuration
in particular allows to automatically establishing electron-
ic contact between the touch-field unit 5 and electronic
board 7.
[0045] Fig. 7 shows the reflector 6 in more detail. The
reflector 6 comprises several reflector zones 28 corre-
sponding to respective touch sensors 20. The reflector
6 further comprises outer spring hooks 29 and a central
spring hook 30. In addition, the reflector 6 comprises re-
flector snap hooks 31 and optionally upper and lower
reflector stops 32. The reflector 6 is mounted to the
mounting frame 4 as follows, where further reference is
made to Fig. 8 showing a cross sectional view of the user
interface 1.
[0046] First, the outer spring hooks 29 and the central
spring hook 30 are inserted into respective slots 33 (Fig.
2). Then, the reflector snap connectors 34 are engaged
with the reflector snap hooks 31, in a pushing action for
example. The reflector 6, in particular the outer spring
hooks 29, the central spring hook 30 and the reflector
snap hooks 31 are designed such that the reflector urges
the touch-field unit 5 towards the glass plate 3. Thereby
it can be assured that the touch-field unit 5 always is
urged and butts against the glass plate 3, securing proper
function of the touch sensors 20.
[0047] In general, the reflector 6 shall be properly
aligned with respect to lateral, transversal and depth di-
rection. If required, the upper and lower reflector stops
32 can be designed and adapted to fine tune depth align-
ment of the reflector 6. Further the central spring hook
30 and the respective slot 33 may be implemented with
minimal play there between, thereby greatly restricting,
or even preventing, lateral movability of the reflector 6.
[0048] Fig. 9 shows a back view of a user interface 1
of a second embodiment. Note that the second embod-
iment is described only with respect to relevant construc-
tional differences to the first embodiment. It shall be noted
that all elements and components shown and described
in connection with the first embodiment can be imple-
mented with the second embodiment even if not express-
ly mentioned.
[0049] As becomes obvious from Fig. 9, the touch-field
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unit 5, the electronic board 7 and the reflector 6, which
is only optional, are successively arranged one after the
other with a maximum of overlap.
[0050] Fig. 10 shows a back view of the touch-field unit
5 of the user interface 1 of Fig. 9. The touch-field unit 5
comprises several touch sensors 20, a connector strip
21, a positioning notch 22 and a positioning edge 35.
[0051] Fig. 11 shows a back view of a respective
mounting frame 4 to which the touch-field unit 5 is mount-
ed to. The mounting frame 4 comprises a first positioning
pin 15 and a positioning recess 36.
[0052] The touch-field unit 5 is mounted to the mount-
ing frame 4 as follows: First, the positioning notch 22 is
engaged with the first positioning pin 15. This secures
the touch-field unit from lateral, i. e. horizontal, move-
ment. In doing so, the lower edge of the touch-field unit
5 abuts a respective lower rim of the mounting frame 4
and the positioning edge 35 engages the positioning re-
cess 36.
[0053] Then the touch-field unit 5 is pressed towards
the mounting frame 5 such that the first snap connectors
9 engage respective sites of the touch-field unit 5. Once
snapped in, upper left and right edges of the touch-field
unit abut respective transversal stops, securing the
touch-field unit 5 from transversal, i. e. vertical, move-
ment. As can be seen, the touch-field unit 5 can easily
be mounted in a detachable manner to the mounting
frame 4, with the touch-field unit 5 being fixedly and prop-
erly aligned and secured.
[0054] The electronic board 7 of the second embodi-
ment is configured like the one of the first embodiment.
In contrast to the first embodiment, the electronic board
7 in the present case is snap connected to a separate
positioning frame 37 which is shown in more detail in Fig.
12. Snap connecting the electronic board 7 to the posi-
tioning frame 37 is conducted similarly to snap connect-
ing the electronic board 7 of the first embodiment to the
mounting frame 7. However, it is also or in addition pos-
sible that an upper or lower edge of the electronic board
7 first is inserted into retaining straps protruding from the
positioning frame 37. Then the electronic board 7 can be
pushed towards the positioning frame 37 thereby engag-
ing respective snap connectors with respective snap
sites of the electronic board 7. Further, any type of guides,
lateral, transversal and depth stops can be provided in
order to properly and fixedly align the electronic board 7
to the positioning frame 37.
[0055] Once the electronic board 7 is mounted to the
positioning frame 37, the positioning frame 37 can be
mounted to the mounting frame 4. This can be conducted
as described below, where further reference is made to
Fig. 12 showing a front view of the positioning frame 37,
i. e. a side of the positioning frame 37 finally facing the
touch-field unit 5.
[0056] First, the positioning frame 37 is placed on the
mounting frame 4 such that third positioning pins 38 of
the positioning frame 37 engage fourth guiding elements
39 of the mounting frame 4. Note that the positioning pins

38 and fourth guiding elements 39 can be interchanged.
[0057] Then the positioning frame is pushed towards
the mounting frame 4, with the positioning pins 38 sliding
along the fourth guiding elements 39, until fourth snap
connectors 40 of the mounting frame 4 engage respec-
tive snap noses 41 of the positioning frame 37.
[0058] Via the positioning pins 38 and fourth guiding
elements 39 the positioning frame 37 is properly and fix-
edly aligned relative to the mounting frame 4, and is also
secured against lateral, i. e. horizontal, or transversal, i.
e. vertical, movement. Depth stops 19 provided with the
positioning frame 37 ensure that the positioning frame
37 is positioned at a proper mounting level.
[0059] Upon mounting the positioning frame 37 to the
mounting frame 4, the connector strip 21 of touch-field
unit 5 is automatically connected to a respective further
connector strip provided on the electronic board. As the
positioning pins 38 and guiding elements 39 prevent the
positioning frame 37, and thereby the electronic board,
from being tilted or moved in vertical or horizontal direc-
tion in the course of pushing them into the mounting frame
4, damages to the connector strip 21 and further connec-
tor strip or contact pins thereof can greatly be avoided.
[0060] Protrusions 42, in particular spring protrusions,
protruding from a front side of the positioning frame, i. e.
the side finally facing the touch-field unit 5, are designed
and adapted to exert a pressing force upon the touch-
field unit 5 in a direction towards the glass plate 3. The
pressing force is such that the touch-field unit 5 is urged
against the glass plate 3 in such a manner that optimal
functionality and sensitivity of the touch sensors 20 can
be achieved.
[0061] If a reflector 6 is to be mounted to the touch-
field unit 5 of the second embodiment, the mounting
frame 4 can comprise respective fastening elements,
such as pin-hole-connector pairs, via which the reflector
6 can be attached to the mounting frame 4. In this case,
the protrusions 42 mentioned beforehand, or additional
protrusions, may be used to exert a pressing force upon
the reflector 6 in turn urging the touch-field unit 5 towards
the glass plate 3 such that the touch-field unit 5 properly
abuts the glass plate 3. If the reflector 6 is situated be-
tween the protrusions 42 and the touch-field unit 5, the
protrusions 42 can be shortened accordingly.
[0062] If desired, the user interface according to the
second embodiment may further comprise an actuator 8
as already described in connection with the first embod-
iment.
[0063] Fig. 13 shows a cross sectional view a user in-
terface in an actuator region. The actuator 8 comprises
a circuit board 26 arranged at a back side, and a knob
27 arranged at a front side of the user interface 1. The
circuit board 26 is snap connected to the mounting frame
4 as already described further above. The knob 27 can
be inserted into a respective opening or hole of the glass
panel 3 after the circuit board 26, and preferably the
touch-field unit 5 and electronic board 7, is/are mounted
to the mounting frame.
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[0064] Fig. 14 shows a detail of a snap connection with
respect to a snap connector 9 provided for snap connect-
ing the touch-field unit 5. Fig. 15 shows an enlarged view
of the snap connector 9. Albeit Fig. 14 shows a snap
connection of the touch-field unit 5, the snap connection
is not restricted to the touch-field-unit, but can be applied
to all other snap connections mentioned so far, i. e. to
first to fourth snap connectors 9 to 11 and 40. Therefore,
the function of the snap connector 9 will be described in
general terms using the term "element" instead of touch-
field unit 5. However, for sake of simplicity, the reference
sign 9 is representatively used for the snap connector.
[0065] The snap connector 9 comprises a base 43,
from which a reversed U-shaped clip 44 extends upward-
ly. The clip 44 is resiliently connected or moulded to the
base 43. Further, a detent element 45, in the present
case comprising a detent hook 64 protruding in forward
direction from the detent element 45, extends downward-
ly from an upper bar of the clip 44. The detent element
45 is resiliently connected or moulded to the upper bar,
i. e. clip 44.
[0066] If an element, such as the touch-field unit 5, is
snap connected, it is pushed downwards past the clip 44
and the detent element 45 is first moved backwards,
away from the element. If the element has passed the
detent element 45, the latter again moves in, i. e. for-
wards, thereby engaging the edge of the element. The
detent element 45 prevents the element from moving up
again. As a detent surface 47 is slanted and convex, the
detent element 45 exerts to the element a pressing force
acting obliquely downwards in forward direction.
[0067] The special configuration of the snap connector
9 allows to retrospectively increase the pressing force
exerted on the element. As the clip 44 is resiliently con-
nected to the base 43, the upper side of the clip 44, the
upper bar for example, can be pushed backwards, i. e.
in a direction opposite to the forward direction. In doing
so, the detent surface 47 is elevated and the detent ele-
ment 45 can move further in forward direction such that
the overlap between the detent surface 47 and the ele-
ment increases while the slanted detent surface 47 con-
tinuously abuts the element. By pushing the detent ele-
ment outwards, the bias or spring force of the detent el-
ement 45 is increased and, as the detent surface 47 abuts
the element, an increased pressing force is exerted on
the element upon releasing the clip 44 again.
[0068] The detent element 45 can further comprise a
step-like flap 48 protruding in downward direction of the
detent element 45 and acting as lateral or transversal
stop.
[0069] As can be seen, the retention force of the snap
connector 9 can be increased retrospectively, leading to
a safe and reliable snap connection. Further, the force
needed to push the element past the snap connector 9
can first be kept at a comparatively low level, while in
retrospect it is still possible to achieve comparatively high
pressing forces.
[0070] It shall be noted, that edges of the element can

be chamfered such that the force needed to push the
element past the snap connectors can be kept at a low
level as compared to sharp edges.
[0071] In all it becomes clear that the user interface as
proposed herein can easily be assembled and disassem-
bled again in a time saving manner but still allows to
reliably and precisely position and fix respective ele-
ments.

List of reference numerals

[0072]

1 user interface

2 fixture

3 glass plate

4 mounting frame

5 touch-field unit

6 reflector

7 electronic board

8 actuator

9 - 11 first to third snap connectors

12 - 14 first to third guiding elements

15 - 16 first and second positioning pins

17 lateral stop

18 transversal stop

19 depth stop

20 touch sensor

21 connector strip

22 positioning notch

23 guiding notch

24 positioning hole

25 further connector strip

26 circuit board

27 knob

28 reflector zone
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29 outer spring hook

30 central spring hook

31 reflector snap hook

32 upper and lower reflector stop

33 slot

34 reflector snap connector

35 positioning edge

36 positioning recess

37 positioning frame

38 third positioning pin

39 fourth guiding element

40 fourth snap connectors

41 snap nose

42 protrusion

43 base

44 clip

45 detent element

46 detent hook

47 detent surface

48 step-like flap

Claims

1. User interface (1) for an appliance of household or
industrial type, especially for a domestic appliance,
comprising respectively at least one of a control unit
(5), preferably a touch-field unit (5), and an electronic
board (7) both being detachably mounted to a mount-
ing frame (4) and arranged and designed such that
electric contact between contact elements (21, 25)
of at least one touch-field unit (5) and electronic
board (7) being automatically established upon
mounting them to the mounting frame (4).

2. User interface (1) according to claim 1, further com-
prising a fixture (2) to which a transparent cover (3),
preferably made of glass, a glass analogue material
or plastic, is fixed, and the mounting frame (4) being

attached to the fixture (2), preferably to the transpar-
ent cover (3), favourably via glue.

3. User interface (1) according to at least one of claims
1 and 2, at least one pair of control unit (5) and elec-
tronic board (7) being arranged with at least partial
overlap in successive planes, and the contact ele-
ments (21, 25) being arranged in a region of overlap
on respective sides facing each other.

4. User interface (1) according to at least one of claims
1 to 3, the electronic board (7) being detachably
mounted to a positioning frame (37) in turn being
detachably mounted to the mounting frame (4) or
fixture (2).

5. User interface (1) according to at least one of claims
1 to 4, further comprising at least one actuator (8)
detachably mounted to at least one of the mounting
frame (4) and positioning frame (37), and at least
one of an electric or mechanic contact to actuating
elements being preferably automatically established
upon mounting the actuator (8) to the mounting
frame or positioning frame (37).

6. User interface (1) according to at least one of claims
1 to 5, further comprising at least one reflector unit
(6) arranged downstream the control unit (5), the re-
flector unit (6) preferably pressing the control unit (5)
against the fixture (2) or transparent cover (3), and
the positioning frame (37) preferably at least one of
pressing the control unit (5) against the fixture (2) or
transparent cover (3) and pressing the reflector unit
(6) against the control unit.

7. User interface (1) according to at least one of claims
1 to 6, at least one of the mounting frame (4), posi-
tioning frame (7) and fixture (2) comprising at least
one of snap elements (9, 10, 11, 40) and guides (12
- 16, 38, 39) designed and adapted to engage the at
least one control unit (5), at least one electronic
board (7), at least one actuator (8), at least one re-
flector (6) and positioning frame (37), respectively,
and preferably adapted and designed to generate a
pressing force towards the fixture (2) or transparent
cover (3).

8. User interface (1) according to at least one of claims
1 to 7, at least one of the mounting frame (4), posi-
tioning frame (37) and fixture (2) comprising at least
one of lateral stops (17), transversal stops (18) and
height or depth stops (19), arranged and adapted for
proper alignment of the at least one control unit (5),
electronic board (7), actuator (8), reflector (6), the
positioning frame (37) and mounting frame (4).

9. User interface (1) according to at least one of claims
1 to 8, further comprising at least one spring element
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for generating a pressing force directed towards the
fixture (2) or transparent cover (3) and acting upon
at least one of the control unit (7), electronic board
(7), actuator (8) and reflector (6).

10. User interface (1) according to at least one of claims
1 to 9, wherein at least one snap element (9, 10, 11,
40) exerting a pressing force to at least one of the
at least one control unit (5), electronic board (7), ac-
tuator (8) and reflector (6) is configured such that
upon deflection in a direction opposite to the pressing
force, a slanted detent face (47) thereof yet further
overlaps a respective engagement face, and that up-
on releasing the snap element (9, 10, 11, 40) again
an increased pressing force acts upon respective
component (5, 6, 7, 8).

11. User interface (1) according to claim 10, the at least
one snap element (9, 10, 11, 40) comprising a resil-
ient clip (44) and a detent element (45, 46) resiliently
attached or resiliently moulded to the clip (44).

12. Appliance of household or industrial type, especially
domestic appliance, comprising at least one user in-
terface (1) according to at least one of claims 1 to 11.

13. Appliance according to claim 12, selected from the
group comprising ovens, in particular baking ovens,
cooking ovens and microwave ovens, cooking hobs,
refrigerators, freezers, washing machines and dish-
washers.
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